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Abstract. Velocity measurementsin the boundary layer along a concavewall reveal a spanwise variation having a definite wave number whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. The variation is interpreted as produced by a system of vortices with axis in the streamwise direction. For the laminar boundary layer the vortices are identified with those predicted
by the theory of laminar instability. The wave amplitude distribution and wave amplification
rate are in good agreement with the theoretical prediction. For the turbulent boundary layer
the concept of eddy viscosity is introduced to account for the observed phenomena by the
theory of laminar instability. In both cases,however,the mechanismby which the wave number is determined remains an open question. Since the centrifugal force in the concavely curved
boundarylayer is analogousto the buoyant force in the thermally stratified boundary layer in
giving rise to instability, someanalogousphenomenamay be expectedin the boundary layer
along a heated horizontal wall.

Introduction. In relation to geophysicalapplications,it was observedlong ago that a system of longitudinalvortices (vorticeswith axis
in the streamwisedirection) is producedin the
boundarylayer along a heated horizontalwall
FIdrac, 1921; Terada, 1928; Terada and Tamano, 1929; Avsecand Luntz, 1937]. Theoretical analysisby GSrtler [1940] predictedthat
vorticesof a similar nature would be produced
alsoin the boundarylayer alonga concavewall
as a consequence
of the instability of laminar
flow againstsmall disturbancesin the form of
longitudinalvortices.It was only recently,however,that the relationship
betweenthe two phenomenawas recognizedby GSrtler [1959], who
demonstratedthat the buoyant force in the
thermally stratified layer is analogousto the
centrifugalforce in the concavelycurvedlayer
in givingrise to instabilityof laminar flow.
Experimentalinvestigationhas been undertaken on the boundary layer along a concave
wall by the presentauthorin collaborationwith
¾. Aihara and M. Iuchi. The investigation has
three aspects.First, it aims at identifying the

vorticesobservedin the laminarboundarylayer
with thosepredictedtheoretically,for whichno
direct experimentalverificationhas yet been
providedexcept for their effect on transition to
turbulent flow [Liepmann,1945] or their traces
as revealed by china-clay streaks on the wall
[Gregoryand Walker, 1956]. Second,it is consideredworth while to investigatethe growth of
disturbances
into turbulencein a boundarylayer
involving longitudinalvortices.Third, it may
well be askedwhetherthe vorticesare alsoproduced in the fully developedturbulent boundary layer. The presentpaper concernsthe first
and third problems; the secondis to be discussed elsewhere.

Becauseof the analogymentionedabove,the
resultsobtainedfor the concavelycurvedboundary layer will provide somequalitative informationaboutthe thermallystratifiedboundary
layer,whichis morecloselyrelatedto geophysi-

cal problems.From the standpointof experimental procedure,the concavelycurved boundary layer appearspreferablebecauseof the
easeof obtaininguniformity of flow conditions.
Experimentalprocedure. Measurementswere
made on two concave-wallmodels,one with a

x Based on a paper presented at the International
radius of curvature of 5 meters and the other
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored of 10 meters. The 5-meter-radius model was
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geomountedin a wind tunnelhavinga workingsecphysicsand the International Union of Theoretical
tion
of 1 by 1 meter; the 10-meter-radius
model,
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961,
in a wind tunnel havinga workingsectionof 60
in Marseilles, France.
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Fig. 1. Cutaway view of curved wall mounted in the wind tunnel.

by 60 cm. The 5-meter-radiusmodel had a leading-edgeportion of plane wall 40 cm long, but
the 10-meter-radius

model was curved imme-

Vorticesin laminar boundarylayer. Figure 2
showsa typical result for the station x -- 90
cm of the streamwisecomponentof velocity
U obtainedby traversinga total-pressure
tube
in the z directionat a fixed height y from the

diately from the leadingedge.By adjustingthe
wall oppositethe test wall, it was possibleto
eliminatethe streamwisegradient of free-stream concave wall with a radius of curvature r of 10
velocity (velocity outsideof the boundarylayer)
meters. The periodic variation of velocity is
within the accuracyof measurements.Figure 1 consideredto be producedby the systemof alshows a cutaway view of the 5-meter-radius ternating longitudinal vortices superposedon
model mounted in the wind tunnel. The referthe Blasiusflow alongthe wall. The sameresult,
ence axesare also shown,with the x axis along togetherwith resultsobtainedfor other stations,
the wall in the streamwisedirection(measured is presentedin Figure 3 in the form of lines of
from the juncture of plane and curvedwalls), constantrelative velocity U/Uo. It is seenfrom
the y axis in the directionperpendicularto the these data that the effect of vortices,most nowall, and the z axis in the spanwisedirection.
Measurements

were made at the free-stream

velocity Uo of 3 to 20 m/s for the 5-meterradius model, and 11 to 16 m/s for the 10meter-radius

model. The free-stream

y = 0.4 crn

turbulence

level was 0.3 per cent and 0.05 per cent, respectively. Since the boundary layer remained
mostly laminar for the free-stream velocities
used,it was made artificially turbulent, if necessary,by placing a piano wire on the test wall
near the leading edge.The diameter of the wire
was chosenslightly larger than the minimum
value that would make the flow turbulent

0'8

O.Icm

im-

mediatelybehind.Survey of velocity profilesa
shor• distance downstream

I'0

'0'2

from the wire indi-

cated that the flow was fully turbulent and free

from any spanwisevariation. It shouldin par0
I
I
I
I
I
o
I
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4
5
ticular be noted that no periodic variation in
spanwisedirection could be detected.
Fig. 2. Velocity distribution in transverse diVelocity profiles were determined by means
rection at a fixed height from the wall. x -- 90 cm,
of a total-pressuretube and a static-pressure r -- 10 meters, Uo -- 11 m/s. Laminar boundary

tube.

layer.
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Fig. 3. Lines of constant velocity at three stations, x -- 50, 90, and 120 cm. r -- 10 meters,
Uo -- 11 m/s. Laminar boundary layer.
ticeable somewhere in the center of the boun-

Figure 4 presents the G6rtler parameter

dary-layer thickness,increasesexponentiallyin

G ----R o(O/r)•/" as a functionof the nondimen-

the downstream

sional wave number a O, where 0 is the mo-

direction.

The wavelengthof spanwisevariation is about
2.1 cm, and the number of waves a contained
within a distanceof 2•r cm is 2•r/2.1 -- 3.0. The
corresponding
value for the wall of r -- 5 meters
is 2•r/3.4 -- 1.8. The wave number is independent of x, and nearly independentof Uo.
50'0

b(•Re= 5'0
20'0

Uor

•.

-

mentumthickness
of theboundarylayer(average
valuein thespanwise
direction),andR • ----UoO/v
is the Reynolds number based on free-stream
velocity and momentumthickness.Comparison
is made with the predictionby small-disturbance

theory,whichwasoriginallydueto Gsrtler[1940]
•
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Fig. 4. Comparison of wave number of vortices observedon the concavewall with theoretical
prediction. r -- 5 and 10 meters. Laminar boundary layer.
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locity is identified with that producedby the
systemof vorticespredictedtheoretically.However,the theory predictsnothingaboutthe wave
number that will actually comeout for a given
radiusof curvature and a given free-streamvelocity. As was mentionedabove,the wave number is 1.8 and 3.0 per 2•r cm for the radius of
curvature of 5 and 10 meters, respectively,almost independentlyof the free-streamvelocity.
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Additional measurements were made on the 10-

rate by plotting maximum wave amplitude u•
against x in semilogarithmicscale.r -- 10 meters,
Uo ---- 11 m/s. Laminar boundary layer.

meter-radiusmodelby reducingthe spanwisedimensionof the wind tunnel by inserting false
walls, but no appreciablechangewas found in
wave number. Consequently,the 'mechanismby
which the wave number is determined still re-

and subsequentlymodifiedby Hdmmerlin [1955] mains an open question.
Vorticesin turbulent boundarylayer. As far
and Smith [1955].For small valuesof a t•, Hitmas the author is aware,neither theoreticalpremerlin's result is more accurate than G6rtler's.
diction nor experimentalevidencehas been adIn both theories the basic flow and disturbance
vanced
indicatingwhether the longitudinalvorare invariant in the x direction,the disturbance
beingassumedin the form F(y)eTMcosaz, where tices are producedalso in the turbulent bount is the time. The disturbanceis amplified or dary layer along a concavewall. The Reynolds
damped in the courseof time accordingas B is number above which a disturbance in the laminar boundary layer will be amplified is relapositive or negative; it is neutral for B = 0.
tively low (Fig. 4), and, moreover,somesort
In Smith's theory, the basic flow is invariant in
the x direction, but the disturbanceis assumed
in the form F(y)e bxcos az. The disturbance is
amplifiedor dampedin the courseof downstream
12
x cm G
developmentaccordingas b is positive or negaß
:50
1.56
tive; it is neutral for b = 0. The assumptions
made in Smith's theory appear to be closerto
I0
ß
50 2'44
the conditionsof the presentexperiment.
It is seen from Figure 4 that all the experiI ',a,,.
o
90
3-41
mental points are located in the region where
the disturbanceis to be amplified accordingto
o
theory. This affords evidence to iustify the

Io•.

observed

result.

In

order

to

obtain

v 60 2'79

!

further

evidence,the wave amplitudeu/Uo is read off
from such a diagram as Figure 2. By deter-

miningthe maximumvalue u,/U• and plotting
it against x in a semilogarithmicscale (Fig. 5),
we obtain from the tangent the amplification
rate b as bt•R• = 0.33, for which Smith's theory
gives a value 0.38. In Figure 6 the distribution
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of the relativewaveamplitudeu/u, is compared
with G6rtler's theoreticaldistribution F(y), since
in Smith's paper no calculationhas been worked
out for the amplitude distribution relevant to
the observed result. The agreement between
observed and theoretical results appears satisfactory.
Thus, the observedspanwisevariation of ve-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of wave amplitude distribution of vortices observed on the concave wall with

theoretical prediction.r -- 10 meters, Uo-- 11 m/s.
Laminar boundary layer.
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Lines of constantvelocity at three stations,x -- --15, 45, and 90 cm. r -- 5 meters,
Uo -- 20 m/s. Turbulent boundary layer.

of turbulent flow behaves like a laminar flow of

low Reynoldsnumber,whichmight be obtained
by replacingthe kinematicviscosityby the turbulent viscosity,or eddy viscosity.This reasoning has led the author to make a simple calcu-

thereforebe assumedthat the stability diagram
as shownin Figure 4 appliesalsoto a concavely
curved turbulent boundary layer only if the
kinematic viscosityv is replacedby the eddy
viscosityv•. The velocity profile of the outer

lation to the following effect.
It is known that the stability characteristics
of a concavelycurved laminar boundary layer
are rather insensitiveto the changein velocity
profile in the y direction, if the momentum
thicknessis usedas the referencelength. It can

80 to 90 per cent of the turbulent boundary
layer is accuratelypredictedby the simple assumptionof a constanteddyviscosity,for which
Clauser [1956] suggestsa value , -- 0.018
Uo8%where 8• is the displacementthickness,
irrespectiveof the Reynoldsnumber, pressure
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Fig. 8. Comparison of wave number of vortices observed on the concave wall with theoretical
prediction. r -- 5 and 10 meters. Turbulent boundary layer.
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gradient, or roughnessof the wall. With this
value for r•, together with the additional assumptionthat • -- 1.3 0, the Reynoldsnumber involved in the GSrtler parameter is now
to be replacedby 1/(0.018 X 1.3) - 43, so
that the GSrtler parameterfor turbulent boundary layer is givenby G• - 43(0/r) •/2.For obtaining a typical value of G• -- 0.5, for example, 9 is to be 0.1 cm for r - 5 meters.This is
within the range of the presentexperiment.
Experimentalresultson turbulent boundary
layer are presentedin the sameway as for the
laminar boundary layer. Figure ? illustrates the
lines of constantvelocity for the three stations,
x -- --15, 45, and 90 cm, alongthe concavewall
of r -- 5 meters. The lines are nearly fiat at

ber whether the boundary layer is laminar or
turbulent. The variation is interpreted as producedby a systemof vorticeswith axis in the
streamwisedirection. For the laminar boundary
layer the vorticesare identifiedwith thosepredictedby the theory of laminar instability.The
wave amplitude distributionand wave amplificationrate are in goodagreementwith theoretical prediction.For the turbulent boundarylayer
the conceptof eddy viscosityis introducedto
account for the observed phenomenaby the
theory of laminar instability.For both, however,
the mechanismby which the wave number is
determinedremainsan o.penquestion.
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